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fools would necessarily discountenance any educatioi
whatsoever because in passing from ignorance to the highes
state of intellectual acquirement a man must be at one tim<
induced with the dreaded little knowledge. The truth i<
that a little knowledge is a little good and much knowledge
is a great good, while ignorance is an unmitigated evi.
allying us with the beasts that perish."
Mathematics is of great importance to the scientist, but
even advanced workers should frequently return to the
simple truths. The analyst must continually recur to the
descriptive facts from which he started,
Joule includes one passage with a tone remarkably
familiar to our own days of 1935. "Such then are the
legitimate objects of science. It is deeply to be regretted
that another and most unworthy object has been introduced
and has gradually and alarmingly increased in prominence.
This is the improvement of the art of war and the imple-
ments of mutual destruction. I know there are those who
think that these improvements will tend to put an end to
war by making it more destructive. I cannot think that
such an opinion is based on common sense. I believe war
will not only be more destructive, but be carried on with
greater ferocity. Individual campaigns will doubtless be
short as well as decisive, but this will necessarily cause that
rapid rise and fall of states and unsettling of boundaries and
constitutions which must eventually deteriorate civilization
itself and render peace impossible. And thus by applying
itself to an improper object science may eventually fall by
its own hand. In reference to this subject we must also
deplore the prostitution of science for the aggrandisement
of individuals and nations, the result being that the weaker is
destroyed and the stronger race is established on its ruins.
In making the above remarks I allude to war generally, I
intend no disparagement of the effects being made to secure
the integrity and liberties of Great Britain. These have been
forced upon us and it is matter of congratulation that we are
not responsible for the present military attitude of Europe."
After considering these expressions of his mature and
experienced mind., which are so acute and in their political

